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Presentation Notes
For this activity you will needTabletsA Large mapString and pins/post it notes
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Middlesex
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facts about MDX:Based in Hendon- North west London in the borough of BarnetNearest landmarks are- Wembley Stadium (15mins), Alexandra Palace (20mins), Brent Cross shopping centre (5 mins), London- Big Ben (30 mins), Camden (15 mins), Oxford circus (20 mins)Local tube station is Hendon CentralLocal bus routes include 113- takes you directly to chalk farm (near Camden), Oxford circus, 13 bus can take you to Hyde park, 143 and 326 can take you to Brent CrossHendon Central Underground station in Zone 3 10 mins walk from MDX, the overground rail station and 24-hour buses so you can always get where you need to be.Travel times from Hendon to central London24 minutes on public transport�33 minutes in a car�46 minutes on a bike.There are direct links to Luton, St Albans, South West London and beyond and bus routes to North West London.
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Could you be a 
commuter 
student?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commuter students are people like youYou might have to travel in from around London and outside of London to attend your coursesYou don’t live in University Halls instead you travel in from your parental/family home to University to attend lectures and seminars or other group activity. Activity- Ask what they think it means to be a commuter student? – 5 mins Ask how they think it defines them as a commuter studentsAlthough there is no recognised definition for a Commuter student, MDX have defined it as someone who travels min 20-40 minutes to university, it could be someone who doesn’t live in halls and also …………Who is commuting right now to school or college- (DELETE AS APPROPRIATE)? Activity- ask them to describe their route including timings if they know this– 5 mins
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Pros and cons of commuting
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• You save money in rent
• You can have extra time on your 

commute to read through notes or 
revise (depending on your commute)

• You get the best of both worlds-You 
can spend more time with your family 
as still being able to socialise with 
your peers

• You can explore new areas on your 
commute 

• Gets you prepared for working life 
where you will have a commute 
(whether it be short or long)

• Can have direct support from your 
family- sometimes it’s nice to get a 
hug from your loved ones

• You may have to pay for transport if 
you have to take a bus/train or pay for 
a car to commute. 

• Commuting might take a while to get 
to campus

• You may have to leave home earlier 
than your peers

• You can miss out on social activities if 
there’s not a way to get home too late 
in the evening

• Depending on the length of the 
journey it can be quite tiring

• Can affect your wellbeing 

Commuter Student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this please say a pro and expand and then a con and expand. Have the class interact and discuss whether any pro’s or con’s affect them currently. As a commuter student yourself please add in any other pro’s or con’s you can think of. 
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Overcoming the commute! 
• Plan your journeys in advance
• Plan your day
• Have something to occupy you. 
• Travel light 
• Calculate your finances correctly- travel card vs pay as you go
• Keep your phone charged, have internet connection

|  5Commuter Student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plan your journeys in advance-Use the various travel apps to help youPlan your day- if you come in earlier is your journey smoother? Have something to occupy you. Use your time productively- like a book or watch a TV series, read through your notes or listen to a podcast. Travel light- we know this isn’t always possible but wherever possible only take in your essentials
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• Before you start university- maybe do a trial run(s) 
• Have another form of paying for transport in case you need it. 
• Also work out whether driving is quicker/cheaper than taking public 

transport- calculate the cost of petrol, congestion charge and ULEZ (if 
applicable).

• Get a student oyster 
• buy a 16-25 student rail card
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Overcoming the commute! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before you start university- maybe do a trial run(s) (when you attend an open day try the commute you might do as a student) Get a student oyster card- you can save yourself 30%, buy a 16-25 student rail card or buy both- you can combine the two! 
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What travel apps can you use? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity- Can you guess the apps? – no more than 2 minutesWhat can they be used for? Bus/train/underground/car etc Answers:1- City mapper- Citymapper puts everything you need into one map, you can check line statuses and real-time disruption alerts, if your train is cancelled at the last minute you should know straight away.2- google maps- a way to plan a journey for all travel routes the app updates journey times in real time and has a colour code to let you know if the journey is clear or congested. 3- Waze – best for navigating traffic when driving it makes it easy to avoid congestion/hazards, blocked roads etc anything that might increase your time4-Bus times5- bike route- this is a great app for anyone who wishes to cycle- it gives you a choice between three routes: quickest, including busy roads; quietest, favouring cycle tracks and back streets; and balanced6-Tfl journey planner- Plan your journey using this app for London underground and national rail services. If you sign up to an account with TFL you can also top up your oyster card. 7-National Rail- UK rail travel including train times; fares and you can purchase tickets online8- MDX app- live updates from TFL on local travel routes from campusThere are many more travel apps, a simple search on your phone or google will show you the different applications that might be most useful to you. Who already uses travel applications regularly or understands how they work? 
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Your turn! 
Using City Mapper, Google maps or TFL journey planner, 

plan a journey as a group with your ambassador from your 
school to a location in London
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IF YOU CLICK ON THE PICTURES IT WILL TAKE YOU TO THE WEBPAGE Activity- Get them to pick either city mapper, google maps or tfl journey planner ask them to plan a journey from their school to London (a location of their choice) the same journey on each app they need to work out the best route get them to take into account travel time, cost, the least amount of changes. For example if they were to pick Big Ben, they would need to work out whether getting the train or driving or walking in some cases might be quicker but if they were to drive they’d have to take into account cost of parking things like that. This should get them thinking about the most efficient way to travel and sometimes it might take longer to get the train but when they factor in the cost of travel it might be most efficient.  

https://citymapper.com/london?lang=en
https://www.google.com/maps
https://tfl.gov.uk/plan-a-journey/


Our commuter 
students
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Although I live in West London I find myself having to commute 
further than students coming from Luton. I give myself 2hrs and 
a half to commute, so that I have enough time to prepare for 
encountered traffic. 
I walk for 15 minutes to get to Northolt station, then change at 
Hanger lane station. Then I catch a bus that takes me to Brent 
Cross station which comes every 10 minutes. The journey itself 
takes around 20 minutes but because it is on the North Circular 
dual carriageway, you can never know long it will actually be on 
the day. If I drive to Middlesex, all in total it comes up to 20 
minutes. I also have to pay for a monthly Travel card which 
costs £160 a month. 
My commute is unpredictable because of this the 10 minute 
rule really affected my studies. Therefore it is really reassuring 
to hear that the 10 minute rule has been banned, it shows that 
the University do listen to our struggles and take action to 
improving our student experience.

I usually have a lesson that starts at 10am which means I 
need to wake up at 6am. All together my commute takes 
me around 1 hr and 40 minutes. In order to leave the 
house at 8am. It usually takes me 20 to 30 minutes 
walking to get to the station in order to get the 8:46 train. I 
then change trains twice and walk for another 10 – 15 
minutes to get to Middlesex University. Usually my travel 
costs £23 a day which is £184 a month. However with a 
rail card it is cheaper.

Meet Fatima Yasmin, I am a first year 
student in Educational studies and 

commutes from Luton

Meet Mohammed Shankhan, Studying 2nd

year Banking and Finance and lives in West 
London 

Middlesex has empowered me to speak about my challenges as a 
commuter student. This has led to improving the student 
experience for many commuter students across campus. Some of 
these examples include banning the 10 minute rule, introducing 
shuttle buses from Allianz Park and even cutting down on paper 
assessment deadlines. Being part of this amazing campaign has 
been really rewarding but also looks great on my CV.

Meet Anas Badar, MDXSU President

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talk through the quotes- also give your experience of being a commuter student. Please talk about what the 10 minute rule was/is- the fact that if you didn’t arrive to class within 10 minutes of it’s start time that you wouldn’t be allowed into class. However, please tell them this has now been taken away and staff are more aware that students who commute could be late due to delays on travel. 



How we can support you
• Commuters community group
• The University is signed up to SCONUL
• We have three elected sabbatical officers who are prioritising 

commuters for the next year as well as MDX prioritising 
commuter students for the next 2 years

• MDX app- gives live updates of travel 
• Tutors are equipped to support students who are commuters
• Shuttle busses from one campus to the other
• Shuttle busses from Wembley halls to campus
• Free e-textbooks and digital resources including e-journals
• Spaces for group work and private study
• 24/7 library opening and 24 hour laptop loan - including on 

weekends
• Free printing and photocopying

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Commuters community group- Commuters from across the campus come together to ease each others commute- give advice share support and their experiences as a commuterThe University is signed up to SCONUL- Society of College, National and University Libraries- which is a scheme which allows many university library users to borrow or use books and journals at other libraries which belong to the scheme.We have three elected sabbatical officers who are prioritising commuters for the next year as well as MDX prioritising commuter students for the next 2 years- MDX app- gives live updates of travel Tutors are equipped to support students who are commutersShuttle busses from one campus to the otherShuttle busses from Wembley halls to campusBy the time they you attend we hope to have:access to local libraries and study spaces
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What does your commute look like?
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Hertfordshire

Kent

Essex

Surrey

Bedfordshire
• Luton
• Bedford

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activity-  First of all can they find Middlesex? Ask them to use the pins to put where they think we are based. Then - use the map, pins and string to work out the commute for the students. If you have access to the internet you can help them find the best route depending on their preferences. – Make sure to include the time it would take them to travel to MDX as well as the cost. Work in groups or maybe 3 or 4. Get them to explain their commute to the class 15 mins
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Luton
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Bedford
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